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JIOTES 

Added in llq J 1946 

:f' 2.0. The follO'II:lng text • taken fran a patent application filed in Ule n e ot the 

author in the Unit.ed States Paient. Ottice in March 1935, may be or interest since it seeme 

to be the first publicly available text diaeUBaing a neutron earried chain reaction and 

contains the first cal.eulat.ion or the critical radius or a spherical chain reactor: 

"It we hav a closed spherical layer of .ma.terial in which the chain reaetioo takes 

place tb inner radius ( r) or which is large eanpared llith the mean tree path c4 the 

neutrons which maintain th chain;, the density (s) ot the neutrons will with good approxima-

tion be given as a function of the radius (r) by the following equaticn: 

;- If/, .J ) =- 0 
;( '4-s; ]) --
tk-'1.· 

D and A ar det.ermined by: the mean free path ot the neutrons a; the mean velocity ot the 

neutrom ; the !actor ot tb ultip1.1cating action t which sqs how many co1Jis1ono ot 

ne~ron are needed 1n the average in order to produce one new_ neutroni/"/7 

/) - w l ; . j) -:= a tv-/ ' rrb 7 '·. ,c (/ 
- /~ f. I ~ I - -= . h --? ' 11 f/..3 

e are interested in the critical thickness or t.he spherical layer tor which the 
.. 

gradient of the density s vanishes. It the tbi~lm ... s (r2 - ~) approaches 

maintain lfith a very weak source of initial ~a.diation 1n the interior or the innt?l' sur

race of the spherical lqer a •ery strong chain reaction and we can eas~ pt. one thourumd 

or ore times more neutrons emerging. ~ the chain reaction lqor . than the nunber of the 

neutrons forming the chai...."l reaction layer than the number or the neutrons !oming the 

initial radiation. U the ooter aur:race {r = r 2} or the spherical l~r re to s-tand !re 

in space the density 8 would be zero tor that sur.t ce and the critical value l would be 

given by 1 =: lT;2 (D;A? U the outer urtae is covered by sane material, tor instance 

it the tran utat1on. lqer is inmereed into a.ter or covered b,y lead, the critical value l 

is redueed. This is due to the back scattering by water or lead and also to the .fact that 

the neutrons are slowed dam in the ter and their mean free path is thereby reduced. 

"It is :.i.mportant to prevent neutrons tra:n escaping out of the interior ot the inner 

surf'ace of the spherleal ];qer and also rran being absorbed in the interior. If the 

initial radi tim ia rated by aR>aratus placed into the inter"lor o! the sphere the 

terial uaed should be so selected as to lead ·to a m1n:1m of absorption. 

»It the thickness is lar r than the critical value 1 can produce an upl.osion. 
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We ahall now dis.euss t.he canposition of the matter in which tbG chain reaction is to 

be maintained. ~ wish to distinguish three main types of chains. 

(a) Bare neutron chains, in which the links of the chain are formed by neutrons of the~ 

ntlllber 1 alone. Such chains are only possible in the presence of a metastabl.e el t.. A 

metastable element is an element the ass of Which (pacld.ng traction) 1s autf'iciently high 

to allow its disintegration into its parts under libe.ration of energy. El.-ements like uranil 

and tbori are examples of such metastable elements; these two elements reveal their metaat-

able nature by emitting alpha· part.ielcs . Other elements may be metastable without reveal

ing their natun in this way. Whethel" an element .is metastable or nat. can be detem.ined 

by means or the maaa speet.rograph. It, tor instance, the value obt.a1ned by Bainbridge 

for be171lit111. by rneana or the mass spectrograph, wtdeh ar.pears to be gene~ accepted 

at. present, i.e rea.ll3 valid. we have to conclUde that ber.rlll 1a a . tastable el ent. 

and can disintegrate into parta 1d. th the liberation of energy 1 <JOe of the parte set. free 

in 1ts diaintegratitn being a neutron. 

"If we have an elanent which is tnet.astable but the ditdntegrat.icll o£ which 1a 1nh1bited 

and if this inhibition can be lU'ted in a eolll.sion 1th a neutron we shall call such an 

elanent an inhibited metastable element. If an inldbited met.astable elanent •1Aff is u -

posed to neutrons,, w may have the following re&etion. 

"A" t n : "B" t n + Energy. 

O'ftte ,eltaent •A" transmu_tea into an eltDent ngu which has the e atanic nmtber and a 

number and energy a transmitted to the neUt,rota. The element nan may break up into an 

element "C" and a neutron_, the · lament "C" baYing the same ata:d.c n bel' a:; "B12 • The 

element "C" cay or may not break up .into f'UJ"ther parts. If' the interaction ot a neutron 

with the element "A" leads in tb1a way to an incl'6a.Se in the n -ber ot neutrons (the newl7 

created neutrms ould together with the original neutrons continue to interact with the 

elements tt A '1 thueb;y forming t.be links of a ehain reaction. )" 

*21. It ought. t.o be rem · bered at this point that. in natural urani1111 euentialq 

only thermal neutrons which are absorbed lead to fission and thus to neutron emis·sim. 

Neutrons lfhieh are absorbed at higher energies are "absorbed at resonancen 111t.hout lead

ing to n utron emission, and are l-ost !Tom the point or view of e. chain reaction. Thus 

1r/raat neutron emitted in a uranium-carbon system 1s slowed d01'1ll, a certain traction is 

absorbed at resonance and the rest reaches the themal region. Ot the neutrons which 

reach the thermal region, sane l11"e Absorbed as thermal neutrons by the carbon and the 
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rest 1 absorbed cUI themal neutrons b7 uranium, lead:ing to neutron saion. The paper 

ass ed that no neutrone other than the:mal neutrorus are absorbed by carbon. 

·*22. This would be a conservat.iv: assu:aptioo for a single orpt,1on line which 

obeys the Brei.t,..: igner !omula. For such an absorption line the absorption 1'all.a off 

with 1/Y in the thema.l region an:d reaches a minim at. 0 . 2 ere E~ is the reamance 

energ. Be;vond th resonance energy the absorption falls rapidly and canes n gl1g1ble 

tor 2E0 if E0 is not too close to the thermal region. It &0 is higher than five volts 

and it the t rature ot the thermal neutrons does not exceed 1/10 of a volt than the 

absorbing cross-section beyorid 2E0 1s less than 1/l.O or the absorbing cross-eectim for 

the thermal neutrons .. 

B)r postulating E2 = 10 ~ we have ade a seemingl.y arbitrary pessimistic us ption 

with respect to the gnitud and the cbu'aeter or the rc onanc absorption. far as 

magnitude 16 concerned tbe choice was justified by the following consideratim: Results 

obtained by Joliot, nalba.n. Kowarsld, and Pertin•s paper, (ll) indicate that a water- . 

ura.ni 878 canes close to be cba1n reacting but. cert.a1nly does not go uch be1Qild 

being at beat just about chain reacting. It we replace H with C it tak 6. 5 colli

sions with carbon to slow ctorm as much as by one collision Qy H, and since the scatter-

hag cross-seet.ion or carbon 18 4 as canpared with 18 torn, thererore have to replace 

1 R at by :J) carbon at , 1t we wiBh to haw the sane resonance absorption ill both 

sys • The absorption of H for thermal neutrons ia about .3, and therefore. U' tbe 

absorption ot carbon for tbemal. neutrons 1s .30 tmes smaller, i . e., it crc<c) • 0. 01, 

the loss or thermal neutrons by absorption Will also be the same for the carbon 

tor the H syst • In calculating the uraniun-carbcm syst we had to use a number oL 

constants which were <lilly very inaccur tel.y known but we chose a set o! val.uea in such 

manner as to make the ca.rbon-uranill!l syst"G jWJt about cha.in reacting (under the 

moat favorable conditions) for the value ot 6(.} = IJl. For the set or constants used 

this condition • tul.filled by post.ulating that ut.rons bet een energies E:J. and E2 

are absorbed at resooance 1t they ccme into contact with uran1: and by setting 

E2 = lO ~· 

As to the character ot the rMo c absorption hich we thus asstJDed to be pure 

surface absorption, th1e was ot course isleading aasunptioD:• It 

ter and led t.o very simple tOl'llula.e, and pa.rt,l3 
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because the author overestima~ed the import.ance of the resonance absorption in the lo t 

resonance line as canpared to the absorption in the higher resonance lines. Subsequent 

calculations m.a.d.e b7 others which were in many respects more o.-ceurate, still maintained 

· th1s sklple assumption with respect to resonanee absorption 

-when on the ~ fr expel'~~- p ured to a 

ti e, E. P. ~1~ pre~nted the -~ correct trea:c.mtl~/ 
._.Which took ·into account the c<mtl'ibution or the high """ ee / # 

*2.3. We have optimt.tn conditions for a chain reaction, as trl.ll be seen later, 

1f is as large as poaeible and the best value of R is therefore the value which makes 

expression 20 a ma:ldmta. 

•24. The apprmdmaticn is good only for small spheres about. R = 5 em, or lea. 

It has t.to,;e ~ o! leading to ver:y mtnpl.e tomul.ae but it these tomulae were used 

for largo spheres (such u would have to be considered if e ent over !ran uraniUill-IDetal 

to uranium-oxide opbere ) • t~ error would becaDe too large • leading to an over-«rt.imat.e 

o.t the thermal neutron absorption in carbon. For am.all spheres however., there would haw 

been no adVantage 1n uing the correct value for the tbennal neutron absorption in carbon 

Which leads to very much more complicated fomulae, as long ae the re8onance absorption 

was treated excl.wfively as surface absorption,, the wa;s it was done in this paper. Only 

when the correct treatment of the reaonance absorption is introduced, ia it of value 

tor small spheres to treat the thermal absorption also correctly. The use of the trlmple 

formulae in the ease ~ smaller spheres ia even or' 8001e advantage, inaanuch as the error 

1ntrodl.Ced in the value or thermal absorption sh1!t.s the opt1nn.ml t<A'f&!'da smaller spheres' 

thereby partl3 cour1~ the et'tect of having negl~ted the volt.ae reaonanee abaorption 

which tends to &bitt the optitma towards larger spheres. 

*2S. EqQB.tion 25 means that we have opt.imun conditions when half or the tast 

neut.l"'ll5 wh1eh . are emitted but not absorbecl b7 the uranium thenn&l. region are absorbed by 

the carbon. That means that the o1.her hal.t must be abaorbed by uranium at resooance so 

that • m8tY int.erpl!'et eqtm.tioo 2; as sqlng that we have optimun cortdi.t1ons when an equal 

traction of the neutrons is lost through resonanee absorption in uranium and through 

thermal absorption in carbal. 

Equation 26 shows that we get opt.irmJn conditions by having z ao large as 

possible. 
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*26. Vle may in place of calculatiny, rather calculate the multiplic L... tion factor 

)" f , ltmere q represents the fraction of the neutrons which i s absorbed in the thermal 

region by uranium. Obviously we have u;, (UJ 
tr~ (!- j:J) 
I ~ {t1) 1- /It V':: (IJ 

Thus using for/' its value from e(lua tion 58, we find I _ -L~?T, / 
VI~ 4-=- !-! L,~L 0 (/-;?) ~(II) 

This give~= 5, p • 0.5 and =-J' /T~ ,...-;h tf;/!1) 
"'- t!HJ 

For q = 1 we could just Ddliilintain a chain reaction in the system, By comparing 

the experimental results obtained for n = 1, n = 2, and n = 5, we can extrapolate to 

-!-/ 

larger v::..lues of n and thus can see tha.Yfgoes even closer to 1 1 if we increase n beyond ~ . 

The situation would not appear quite so favorable if we assumed that p did not have 

the value of 0,5, but were smaller, for instance, had the value of 0 . 5. Eut even in that 

case, we still would find for n • 5 1 ~JV = .79. 

It may thus be seen t hat in spite of t he uncertainty of the value p, the experiment 

shows that a homogeneous water-uranium system can come very close to be chain reacting. 

The value ofA~~very sensitive to t ne value of p and for p = 0 , 5 we t~Duld 
/ ~ (12) 

have; • 1.42 in place oy = 2. An earlier experiment yielded the vwuy = 1 . 5, and 

if we had chosen this value for the purpose of this paper it would have been necessazy to 

assume a resonance absorption band narrower than the one corresponding 

Again, leading to the same optimum value fo/ 1 (,In- !); ft) =. tJ • 0 () 

favorable uranium- water mixture, 

as holds for the most 

*27 . (1). 
~ 

We find more favorable results if VIe take into accounythe temperature of 

the uranium spheres and the surrounding gr .... phite is lower than the temperature of the bulk 

of the graphite, since in that case , due to a sort of Knudsen effect, the density of thermal 

neutrons is increased in the cold grGphite which surrounds the uranium spheres . 

*28. (2) The value of R = 8 em. was chosen because it makes the value of f in 

equation 20a a maximum. However, to use our simple formulae for such a large radius is 

r a t her stretching them beyond t heir validity . 

*29. R = 5 em is at room temper a ture close to the value for R which m&kes the 

expression for z given in 20a a maximum, for U c (C) = . 005 The value q • . 6 corresponds 
1.;4'- /\3 

t o tne same carbon absorption cro,.,~ section . The vulue found for :;- f'CN = 0 . 0556 
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corresponding to .30 tons or u:ranilJll is a n'tl'rdlrical error.. The eorreet. .-alue is . 022, 

correspc:nding t.o about. 21 tons or uranium. 

*30. The description of a measurement proposed in the original paper hu been 

emitted here. 
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JIOTES 

Added in Yay, 1946 

.ff" 20. The following text, t aken fran a patent application filed in the name of the 

author in the United States Patent Office in March 1935, may be of interest since it seems 

to be the first publicly available text discussing a neutron carried chain reaction and 

contains the first calculation of the critical radius of a spherical chain reactor: 

"If we have a closed spherical layer of material in which the chain reaction takes 

place the inner radius (r) of which is large eanpared with the mean free path of the 

neutrons which maintain the chain, .the density (s) of the neutrons will with good approxima

tion be given as a function of the radius (r) by the following equation: 

L ... rs 
lJ d.,--. -1- If ( r!/ -::= 0 

D and A are determined by: the mean free path of the neutrons a; the mean velocity of the 

neutrons w; the factor of the multiplicating action f which SS¥s how many collisions ot 

neutron are needed in the average in order to produce one new neutron. 

11= w~# j) -.2~ f-J 7: 
r I t I 17 

' e are interested in the critical thicknes~ of the spherical layer tor which the 

gradient of the density s vanishes . If the thickness (r2 - r1 ) approaches we can 

maintain with a very weak source of initial radiation in the interior of the inner sur

face of the spherical layer a very strong chain reaction and we can easily get one thousand 

or more t:imes more neutrons emerging fran the chain reaction l~er than the number of the 

neutrons forming the chain reaction layer than the number of the neutrons forming the 

initial radiation. If the outer surface (r = r 2) of the spherical layer were to stand free 

in space the density s would be zero for that surface and the critical value 1 would be 

given by 1 : 1T /2 pA. 1 
If the outer surface is covered by sane material., for instance 

if the transmutation layer is iirmersed into water or covered by lead, the critical value 1 

is reduced. This is due to the back scattering by watel' or lead and also to the fact that 

the neutrons are slowed down in the .water and their mean free path is thereby reduced. 

"It is important to prevent neutrons .tram escaping out of the interior of the inner 

surface of the spherical layer and also fran being absorbed in the interior. It the 

initial radiation is generated by apparatus placed into the interior of the sphere the 

material used should be so selected as to lead to a minimt.m of absorption. 

"It the thickness is larger than the critical value 1 we can produce an explosion. 
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We shall now discuss the canposition of the matter in which the chain reaction is to 

be maintained. We wish to distinguish three main types of chains . 

(a) Pure neutron chains, in which the links of the chain are formed by neutrons of the mass 

nmber 1 alone. Such chains are only possible in the presence of a metastable element . A 

metastable element is an element the mass of which (packing fraction) is sufficiently high 

to allow its disintegration into its parts under liberation of energy •. Elements like uranium 

and thorium are examples or such metastable elements; these two elements reveal their metast-

able nature by emitting alpha particles . Other el·ements may be metastable without reveal-

ing their nature in this way. Whether an element is metastable or not can be determined 

by means or the mass spectrograph. If', for instance, the value obtained by Bainbridge 

for beryllium by means or the mass spectrograph, which appears to be general~ accepted 

at present, is really valid, we have to conclude that beryllium is a metastable element 

and can disintegrate into parts with the liberation of energy, one of the parts set free 

in its disintegration being a neutron. 

"If we have an element which is metastable but the disintegration of which is inhibited 

and if this inhibition can be lifted in a collision with a neutron we shall call such an 

element an inhibited metastable element . If an inhibi'bed metastable elm:.ent "A" is ex .. 

posed to neutrons_ we may have the following reaction. 

"A" + n ::: "B" t n t Energy. 

11The element "A" transmutes into an element "B" which has the sam~ atanic nl.lllber and mass 

number and energy is transmitted to the neutron. The element nB" may break up into an 

el ement "Ctt and a neutron, the element "C 11 having the same atomic nmber as usn. The 

element "C" may or may not break up into further parts . If' the inteTaction of a neutron 

with the element "A" leads in this way to an increase in the ntmber of neutrons (the newly 

ereated neutrons would together with the original neutrons continue to interact with the 

elements 11 A" thereby forming the links ot a chain reaction. ) n 

*21. It ought to be remembered at this point that. J.n natural uranium essentially 

only thennal neutrons which are absorbed lead to fission and thus to neutron emission. 

Neutrons which are absorbed at higher energies are ''absorbed at resonance" without lead-

ing to neutron emission, and are lost from the point of view of a chain reaction. Thus 

iffrast neutron emitted in a uranium-carbon system. is sloured down~ a certain traction is 

absorbed at resonance and the rest reaches the thermal region. Of the neutrons 11hich 

reach the thennal region, sane are absorbed as thermal neutrons by the carbon and the 
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rest is absorbed as thennal neutrons by uranium, leading to neutron Emission. The paper 

asstllled that no neutrons other than thermal neutrons are absorbed by carbon. 

*22. This would be a conservative assumptioo for a single absorption line which 

obeys the Breit~Vigner fonnula . For such an ,absorption line the absorption falls off 

with 1/v in the thermal region and reaches a minimum at 0.2 [where E
0 

is the resonance 
0 •/ . (~ 

energy. Beyond the resonance energy the absorption falls rapidly and becanes negligible 

for 2E0 f E0 is not too close to the thennal reg o If E
0 

is higher than five volts 

and it the temperature of the thennal neutrons does not exceed 1/10 of a volt th@l the 

abaorbing cross-section beyond 2E0 is less than 1/10 of the absorbing cross-section for 

the thermal neutrons . 

By postulating E2 = 10 ~we have made a seemingly arbitrary pessimistic aaall!lption 

with respect to the magnitude and the character of the resonance absorption. As far as 

magnitude is concerned the choice was justified by the following consideration: Results 

~~ Joliot, Halba.n, Kowarski, and Periin• s paper, (l:3) indicate that a water-

uranilD system canes close to be chain reacting but certainly does not go much beyond 

being at best just about chain reacting. If we replace H with C it takes 6. 5 colli-
b/ . ~~,1{~ 

sions with carbon to slow dOYJ'D{as much as _. one collision ~~ and since the scatter-

ing cross- section of carbon is 4 as canpared with 18 for H, therefore we have to replace 

1 H at an b~arbon atans, if we wish to have the sBm.e reson&"lce absorption in both 

systems . The absorption of H for thermal neutrons is about .3, and therefore, if the 

absorptioo of carbon for thermal _neutrons is .30 times smaller, i . e . , if crc(C) = 0. 01, 

the loss of thennal neutrons by absorption will also be the same for the carbon aa 

for the H system. In calculating the uranilJ'Il-carbon system we had to use a number of 

constants which were only very inaccurately known but we chose a set of values in such 

a manner as to make the carbon- urani\Jn system just about chain reacting ( mtder the 

most favorable conditions) for the value of fc(l J = .01. For the set of constants used 

this condition was fulfilled by postulating that neutrons between energies ~ and E2 

are absorbed at resonance if they cane into contact with uranium and by setting 

E2 = lO E1• 

As to the character of the resonance absorption which we thus asst111ed to be pure 

surface absorption, this was of course a misleading assumption. It was partly made 

because it introduced only cne parbtete:r. and led to very simple formulae, and partly 
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because the author overestimated the importance of the resonance absorption in the lowest 

resonance line as canpared to the absorption in the higher resonance lines . Subsequent 

calculations made by others which were in many respects more accurate , still maintained 

this simple assumption with respect to resonance absorption until the late Fall of 1941, 

when on the basis of new experimental evidence procured to a large extent at his initia-

tive, E. P. Wigner presented the first correct treatment of the resonance absorption 
~ 

which took into account the contribution of the high resonance lines . 

· *2). We have optimum conditions for a chain reaction, as will be seen later, 

i.f z is as large as possible and the best value of R is therefore the value which makes 

expression 20 a)~un. 

i 
~24 . The approximation is good only for small spheres about R = 5 em, or less. 

It has the advantage or leading to very simple formulae but if these ronnulae were used 

for large spheres (such as would have to be considered if we went over fran uranium-metal 

to uranium-oxide spheres), the error would becane too large , leading to an over-estimate 

ot the thermal neutron absorption in carbon. For small spheres however, there would haft 

been no adYantage in using the correct wlue for the themal neutron absorption in carbon 

which leads to very much more eanplica.ted formulae , as long as the resonance absorption 

w~ treated exclusively as surface absorption, the way it was done in this paper. Only 

when the correct treatment of the resonance absorption is introduced, is it of value 

for small spheres to treat the thermal absorption also correctly. The use of the simple· 

formulae in the case of smaller spheres is even of sane advantage, inasmuch as the error 

introduced in the value of thermal absorption shifts the optimum towards smaller spheres . 

thereby partly counterfl,eting the effect of having negleeted the volune resonance absorption 

whic~ to shift the optimum towards larger spheres . 

*25. Equation 25 means that we have optimum eonditions when half of the ta:st 

neutrons which are emitted but not absorbed by the uranium themal. region are absorbed by 

the carbon. That means that the other half must be absorbed by uranium at resonance so 

that we may interpret equation 25 as sqing that we have optim\111 conditions when an equal 

fraction of the neutrons is lost through resonance absorption in uranium and through 

thermal absorption in carbal. 

Equation 26 shows that we get optimum conditions by having y as large aa 

possible. 
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*26. \1e o.":. in pL.ce of caleulu tin5,1 , rc...taer cttl.Cult;.. te tne multiplio ~tion factor 

rr: rhere q re resents the fr~ction Of the neutron• Wi.iC i:::. ab 'Orbed in the thermal 

re , on by uran11ll:l. Obviously we have _ (/- C:,flt J ~· 
y - 'I /> ) G;(tt J '/-- '1, c; Ill ) 

Thus usint; for hits value from equation 58, we find ~ ...LA 1 L ... / I - ..t.. ~r /Z" /) 1. h ) -tt b r = I - J- -~ / -I ' ?,.;u) ~I 
1!\: ' i " 5 d / . <t .Lt,..l/- 7" 4ll•S ves or n , P • -..~ • e:n rr;;J , 1 t:L- o lA G;/H 

~ I'" ();11/) : S '_/ 
For f 4 = l we could just ill&ll.ftl&utaw a ctlhln ·reaction in the sy tem, By c omi aring 

the experimental results obtained for n = 1, n = 2, and n = 51 e can extrc..,t..<Olate to 

larger v..J.ues of n ;,mo. thus c..n sco th4t goes even closer to 1, .t.f we incre::..~e n beyond s. 
1'1 e oituntion would not. G.~iJe.:..r 'iuitc so - vorable if we ae.;.umed that p did not have 

the V"-lue of 0,5, but were ~muller , fur in .... tanee, had the vulue oi o.a. hut even in that 

o -io, e stUl would .find for n • 5, f r = • 79. 

It n.ay thu ... be seen tJ...1t in 5 itc of tr;.e uncertainty o£ the vulue p, the ex.~erim nt 

-.~Howe thut a l omo~:;cneous wr tcr-ur~niwu s ... tam con como very close to be chain re cting. 

Tl e value ofr ~very sen..-1tive to tno vu.lue of • end for p = 0. 5 e 10uld 
I (12) 

.2vef • 1.42 in place oy = 2. An earlier experiment yielded t ·le V' ue = 1 . 5, £:.nd 

if we had caosen this v:..J.ue for tho 9ur )OSe of t nis tJu!ler it ould 1 we been neceL.tJ ~ to 

as ..... ume a resonance absorption t nd narrower thun the one corresponding to E2 = 10 E1 • 

it;.'tlin, :e-d!net to tile same optimum vu:!:.ue fo~ ( { /w:Y 0'/~) =- o ,tJ I) a holds .for the moat 

favor ble uranium-water mixture. 

*27 . ( :. ) . le find. ::nora r .... vornble results if we take into account~emperatul'e of 

t. .e ur::..nium .;pnere" :.mu. the suri·oundil <~ bt'~.t'Hite is J..ower th.u.n tne temp r .... ture of t.ne bulk 

of the gr.,.,1>bite, since in thut c so, duo to u oort of Knudsen effect, the den it.> of thermal. 

neutron J.S increased in the cold grq. hi te whicn surrounds the uranium spheret> . 

*28 • . ( 2) ir o v· .ue of = 8 em. wac cho..,cn bee use 1 t :r.akea t . t value of { in 

e, l.< ..... tion 20a a maximum. ~ owever, to use our oimple formulae for euch u l 1rge r adius i s 

~.r ... ti.oi' .:: tretcuin& t..:lem beyond t nelr validit • 

*29. R = 5 em is at room tern,:Jo:r ... tura clo.:;.e to the vu.lue £or R which m,.kes the 

expreJ ... ion fer 2. given in 2Ja. an xJ.mum, for V c(C) = , 005 Tsle value q • . 6 cor rcepondo 
If!/ f.(>; t tuo same carbon ab~orptiml cro~ section . Tne v~lue found for ..3 / ')r = 0 . 0~36 
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corresponding to 30 tons of uranitm is a mmerical error; --fhe correct value is . 022, 

corresponding to about 21 tons of uranium. 

*30. The description of a measurement proposed in the original paper has been 

emitted here . 
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